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Are there any requirements regarding

presentations that I would like to upload to The

Presentations Platform site?

Obviously you will want your presentations to be viewed in a most

complete and clear possible manner, and that downloading them

will proceed as efficiently as possible. In order

to achieve this, your presentation files will need to meet the

following requirements:

M file format: PowerPoint-, Corel Presentations-, OpenOrg

Impress- and/or PDF-format;

M file size: max. of 10 MB per presentation file;

M all files should be accomodated with complete descriptions,

consisting of:

O a title and possibly a brief description of the file;

O the name of the specialism your presentation belongs to;

O your name or the name of your firm and your domocile or

place/country of business;

O your e-mail address or that of your firm;

O your source (book, author, designer, or such) on which

your presentation file is based or has been inspired;

O your copyright statement or other specification that

explains the copyright regarding your file is held by you;

The complete description could be listed in the document

properties of the file, or could be integrated in the

presentation file itself, for instance.

M files should be protected against copying and modification by

third parties. If so desired, print restrictions could also be

assigned to these files.

You are and will remain personally responsible for the security

and the copyright protection measures you take regarding the

presentation files you post. In this respect, The Presentations

Platform only fulfills a facilitating role, and shall, in accordance

with our Terms of Use, not accept any liability concerning losses

as a result of insufficent security or improper copyright protection

measures. If so required, we can offer advice concerning security

measures or other requirements regarding your presentation files.

[close your pdf-application (:), or click on ³  on your navigation

bar, to return to the FAQ’s]


